Obama, Xi, Figueres Speak on Climate Change
by Norman Tucker
Dec. 2, 2015 - Obama had "very constructive" meetings with Indian prime minister Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping in on the sidelines on Paris Climate Summit, deputy National Security Advisor Ben Rhodes told reporters in Paris.
"No challenge - no challenge - poses a greater threat to future generations than climate change", Obama said in his 2015 State of the Union address.
The far-reaching regulations form a core of Obama's efforts to reduce overall United States greenhouse gas emissions, as negotiators gather in Paris seeking to craft a historic global deal to tame global warming.
Instead, some want the deal to include periodic reviews that would give countries opportunities to increase their commitment to curtailing emissions and combating climate change, ClimateWire reports.
Speaking at the opening ceremony, which was webcast live around the globe, UNFCCC Executive Secretary Christiana Figueres said that the eyes of millions of people around the world were on the governments meeting in Paris, not just figuratively but literally.
From deserts encroaching on African farmland to rising sea levels shrinking islands of the South Pacific, leaders of poor nations most affected by climate change shared their stories of global warming with leaders of some of the richest on Tuesday.
"President Barack Obama wasted no time on Monday telling the world leaders in Paris that the climate talks "...  mark a turning point for collective action on global warming" and stands as a rejection of the terrorists who struck the French capital a little more than 2 weeks ago.
"We urge developed countries, given their historical responsibility, to take the lead and honor their existing commitments".  "Tackling climate change is a shared mission for mankind", Xi said during his speech at COP21.
President Obama said the best way to drive innovation and reduce carbon emissions is "to put a price on it" but he does not expect that from the current Republican-dominated US Congress.  "That's going to be critical in us having high ambitions and holding each other accountable", he said.
Citizen's Climate Lobby supports a revenue-neutral carbon fee and dividend plan that would tax fossil fuels, return all revenue from the tax to households, and promote clean energy.
President Barak Obama both acknowledged the U.S.'s large contribution to emissions, and also promised to play a major role in solving the problem.
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